Objectives: TB patients' non-adherence to the multidrug treatment regimen is thought to be the main cause of the emergence of drug resistance. The purpose of this study was to quantify the impacts of two-drug combination regimens and non-adherence to these regimens on treatment efficacy and drug resistance probability.
Introduction
Mycobacterium tuberculosis is one of the world's leading killers, causing 9 million people to develop TB and 1.5 million deaths in 2013.
1 Multidrug regimens are the standard treatment for TB. The current recommended standard treatment for drugsusceptible TB is a first-line drug combination regimen for 6 months. 2 Owing to the complex drug combinations, long-term treatment durations and significant toxicities of anti-TB drugs, many patients fail to adhere to their treatment regimen, allowing naturally occurring resistant mutants to grow and evolve. WHO pointed out that single-drug-resistant TB strains have been observed in every country.
1 A particularly dangerous form of TB, MDR TB, is emerging as a serious threat to TB control, requiring up to 24 months of treatment. MDR TB is caused by bacteria that are resistant to at least rifampicin and isoniazid, the two principal first-line drugs used in combination chemotherapy.
There are four anti-TB injectable drugs, of which amikacin, kanamycin and streptomycin have been used extensively. 3 Amikacin, administered as an intramuscular injection, has been demonstrated to be less ototoxic and less painful than kanamycin and streptomycin. 3, 4 The fluoroquinolones are still under development and being evaluated as first-line drugs for drug-susceptible TB; of these drugs, moxifloxacin is the most active 5 -7 and may be able to reduce treatment duration. 8 Two clinical studies have reported that although regimens with moxifloxacin can rapidly decrease mycobacterial loads, they do not allow the treatment duration to be shortened to 4 months. 9, 10 Bedaquiline, also known as TMC207, is the first novel anti-TB drug to be approved by the FDA in over 40 years. Based on mouse and human data, TMC207 has a long half-life and therefore can reduce the frequency of dosing to 200 mg three times a week. 11 -14 Most cases of TB are caused by drug-susceptible TB strains; however, until now no new TB drugs have been developed or approved for drug-susceptible TB since the discovery of first-line drugs between 1952 (isoniazid) and 1963 (rifampicin). Challenges with the existing standard 6 month treatment regimen remain. 7 Thus, it is imperative that research be performed to shorten the treatment duration and reduce the probability of drug resistance in TB patients. Combining new drugs with existing TB drugs provides the hope that new shorter-duration regimens might be developed that would substantially improve TB control. 7, 15 Mathematical models are helpful in examining and predicting the efficacy of drug treatment by combining in vivo data on time-dependent drug concentrations [pharmacokinetics (PK)] and in vitro data on the effect of drugs on bacteria [pharmacodynamics (PD)]. 16 -19 Several PK/PD approaches have been applied to evaluate the bactericidal efficacy of TB antibiotics. 20 -26 Some of these models imply that the heterogeneity of bacteria plays a crucial role in predicting drug effects because different bacteria respond differently to drugs. 20, 21, 26 Although it is recognized that drug combinations and drug interactions are important in assessing the effect of chemotherapy, 7, 26 ,27 most models have not yet fully considered them. Recently, Ankomah and Levin 26 developed a two-compartment population and evolutionary dynamic model taking into account bacterial heterogeneity and drug interaction to understand how non-adherence affected the probability of drug resistance among different two-drug combination regimens. Their model, however, did not consider the influence of drug-specific PK and mutation rate on bacterial evolutionary dynamics during combination therapy.
In view of the emergence of drug resistance resulting from treatment failure due to non-adherence, we sought to extend the previously published model 26 by incorporating drug-specific PK and mutation rate for the examination of the dynamics of TB bacilli and the evolution of resistance during multidrug treatment. The purpose of this study was to quantify the impacts of two-drug combination regimens and non-adherence on treatment efficacy. The relative efficacy and the probability of resistance to two drugs among different two-drug combinations with and without non-adherence were also assessed.
Methods

Study data
Rifampicin and isoniazid are the backbone of TB treatment. Amikacin and moxifloxacin are the most effective drugs among the classes of injectable agents and fluoroquinolones, respectively.
3 -8 Therefore, we selected rifampicin, isoniazid, amikacin and moxifloxacin together with the new drug TMC207 as the study drugs. A number of investigators indicated that the addition of other drugs (e.g. moxifloxacin) to isoniazid did not enhance bactericidal activity. 28 -30 Consequently, the two-drug combination regimens assigned were: (i) rifampicin +isoniazid, (ii) rifampicin + amikacin, (iii) rifampicin +moxifloxacin and (iv) rifampicin +TMC207.
Three valuable datasets of in vitro single-drug experiments were obtained from Jayaram et al., 22 Reddy et al. 31 and Ankomah and Levin. 26 These data can be applied to estimate parameter values in PD models. Jayaram et al. 22 and Reddy et al. 31 used drug-susceptible M. tuberculosis to test killing effects at different concentrations of isoniazid and TMC207, respectively. Ankomah and Levin 26 conducted a series of experiments by exposing Mycobacterium marinum to antibiotics containing rifampicin, amikacin and moxifloxacin to explore the relationships between drug concentrations and bacterial growth/death rates.
Drug interactions of rifampicin+isoniazid 32 and rifampicin+TMC207 31 were quantified by the fractional inhibitory concentration index (FICI) based on in vitro two-drug combination experiments with drug-susceptible M. tuberculosis. Ankomah and Levin 26 also used M. marinum to carry out additional in vitro experiments on two-drug combinations to examine drug interactions. Here, drug interaction coefficients (a) were estimated from experimentally observed bacterial growth/death rates based on rifampicin+amikacin and rifampicin+moxifloxacin interactions. 26 
Two-drug treatment model
This study incorporated the PK/PD model into the TB bacterial population dynamic model to develop a two-drug treatment modelling strategy (Figure 1 ) built on previously well-developed drug treatment models. 20 -26 A two-compartment PK model ( Figure 1a ) was used to simulate the dynamics of drug concentrations in the plasma (C P ) and lung (C L ). Two types of TB bacteria, rapidly dividing (S) and slowly dividing (L) populations, were included in the TB bacterial population dynamic model (Figure 1b) . L represents the case of latent bacteria that can resist killing by antibiotics relatively more than S. In other words, S is more susceptible to drugs. We further subdivided S and L into four groups: one that is susceptible to both drugs (S 0 and L 0 ) and others that are resistant to drug 1 (S 1 and L 1 ), drug 2 (S 2 and L 2 ) and both drug 1 and drug 2 (S 12 and L 12 ). The overall dynamics of TB bacilli (Figure 1b) can be briefly described as follows: (i) S and L can transform into each other at migration rates m SL and m LS ; (ii) single-and two-drug-resistant bacteria occur at mutation rates m 1 and m 2 ; and (iii) bacteria in the S and L states can be removed at constant rates v S and v L , respectively, with an assumption of v S . v L .
To explore the effects of drugs on population and evolutionary dynamics of TB bacteria, we linked the TB bacterial population dynamic model and the PD models based on the relationship between drug concentration and bacterial growth/death rate. A four-parameter Hill-equation-based single-drug PD model 33 was adopted to optimally fit the published data 22, 26, 31 to describe the relationship between the concentration of a single drug and the bacterial growth/death rate. We further incorporated , input dose of drug; C P , drug concentrations in plasma; C L , drug concentrations in the lung; k u , drug uptake rate; k PL , constant transfer rate between plasma and lungs; P L:P , lungs-to-plasma partition coefficient; k e , drug elimination rate; S, rapidly dividing bacterial populations; L, slowly dividing (latent) bacterial populations; S 0 and L 0 , bacteria susceptible to both drugs; S 1 and L 1 , bacteria resistant to drug 1; S 2 and L 2 , bacteria resistant to drug 2; S 12 and L 12 , bacteria resistant to both drugs; G S0 to G L12 , net bacterial growth rates in the presence of drugs; m SL , migration rate from S to L; m LS , migration rate from L to S; v S , removal rate of S; v L , removal rate of L; m 1 and m 2 , mutation rates for drugs 1 and 2.
Lin and Liao drug interaction into the single-drug PD model to construct a two-drug PD model to describe the killing effect by two-drug combinations. The details of model equations, parameterization, uncertainty and sensitivity analyses are given in Appendix 1 (available as Supplementary data at JAC Online).
Treatment adherence
In addition to compliance with treatment, three broadly inclusive types of non-adherence were taken into consideration based on Lipsitch and Levin, 17, 20 as well as Ankomah and Levin, 26 including 20% random nonadherence, periodicity-based intermittent treatment and symptom-based intermittent treatment. Various drug uptake rates corresponding to the four medication scenarios were designed and incorporated into the twodrug treatment model to examine the relative impacts of compliance and non-adherence on treatment efficacy and the likelihood of drug resistance.
A 20% random non-adherence represents a probability of 80% that both drugs will be taken. Periodicity-based intermittent treatment was chosen to alleviate the side effects and the difficulty in accessing drugs because the drugs may be costly and medical resources are limited. Symptom-based intermittent treatment was intended to mimic a situation where patients take their drugs depending on symptom severity. The details of the model simulation scheme are specified in Appendix 2.
Treatment efficacy assessment
In this study, there were two indicators to evaluate treatment efficacy. One was the time until the total bacterial population size was ,1 cfu/mL (i.e. bacterial clearance time). Another was the probability of bacteria resistant to two drugs (P R ) during the course of treatment and can be estimated as: 34, 35 
where m i is the mutation rate of single drug i (mutations/bacterium/ generation) and N(t) is the time-dependent TB bacterial population size based on the simulation results from the two-drug treatment model. Monte Carlo (MC) simulation was used to quantify the uncertainty of P R .
Results
PD parameter estimates
Results indicated that the four-parameter Hill-equation-based single-drug PD model provided an excellent fit (r 2 ¼ 0.94 -0.99; P,0.05) ( Table 1 ) and could appropriately describe the relationship between the concentration of a single drug and TB bacterial growth/death rate (Figure 2a-e). We found that the estimates of maximum growth rate of bacteria in the absence of drugs (B max ) did not significantly differ among the five drugs, with an average value of 0.04 h 21 (Table 1) . However, the shape of PD functions could be determined by the minimum growth rate of bacteria in the presence of a single drug (B min ), MIC and the Hill coefficient (n) ranging from 20.175 to 20.023 h 21 , 0.001 to 1.27 mg/L and 0.863 to 1.24, respectively (Table 1) .
We further fitted the two-drug PD model to the experimental data for two-drug combinations to obtain the estimates of a for rifampicin + amikacin (r 2 ¼ 0.83; P, 0.05) and rifampicin + moxifloxacin (r 2 ¼ 0.97; P, 0.001) (Figure 2f and g and Table 2 ). We showed that the combination of rifampicin+ amikacin had a synergistic drug-drug interaction (a¼3.602), whereas rifampicin+ moxifloxacin had an antagonistic effect with a value of a¼22.181 (Table 2 ). On the other hand, drug interactions of rifampicin + isoniazid and rifampicin + TMC207 could be estimated based on the published FICI, revealing that rifampicin +isoniazid and rifampicin + TMC207 had no interaction effect (0.5 , FICI ≤ 4.0) with the corresponding value of a¼0 (Table 2) .
Treatment adherence impacts
Simulation results revealed that from 20% random non-adherence to symptom-based intermittent treatment, the frequency of drug discontinuation increased gradually (Table S1 and Figure S1 ). Figure 3 shows that in the cases of compliance, 20% random nonadherence and periodicity-based intermittent treatment, bacteria could be cleared by all combination regimens during a 6 month treatment. We found that intermittent drug use could cause a continual rise in bacterial populations ( Figure 3 and Figure S2 ), thereby increasing the treatment time needed (Table 3) . For compliance and 20% random non-adherence, rifampicin + amikacin had the shortest clearance times, of 31 and 50 days, respectively, whereas under periodicity-based intermittent treatment the shortest clearance time was 65 days, observed for rifampicin +moxifloxacin (Table 3) . Overall, periodicity-based intermittent treatment took approximately 1.6 -3.4 times longer to clear bacteria compared with compliance with treatment (Table 3) . Furthermore, our results The impact of drug combination treatment on TB 3275 JAC also revealed that latent bacterial populations played an important role in clearance ( Figure S2 ). As in the case of symptom-based intermittent treatment, all 1000 MC simulations showed that treatment failed regardless of which drug combination regimen was used (Figure 4) . Figure 4 demonstrates that the population sizes of bacteria resistant to drug 2 (S 2 and L 2 ) (i.e. isoniazid-, amikacin-, moxifloxacin-and TMC207-resistant mutants) increased significantly, whereas rifampicin-resistant mutants (S 1 and L 1 ) could be killed by drug 2. When these single-resistant populations grew further to a sufficiently high level, resistance to the additional drug (rifampicin) could then rapidly arise. Symptom-based intermittent treatment would lead not only to treatment failure, but also to the emergence of MDR TB (rifampicin + isoniazid) and poly-drug resistances (rifampicin +amikacin/moxifloxacin/ TMC207). Lin and Liao
Probability of resistance to two drugs
Our results indicated that the probabilities of bacterial resistance to two drugs (P R s) among four drug combination regimens for compliance, 20% random non-adherence and periodicity-based intermittent treatment were ,10
26
, whereas symptom-based intermittent treatment was likely to be the most vulnerable to resistance ( Figure 5) . The results also showed that rifampicin+TMC207, which required the longest time to clear bacteria, had the highest P R , of 6 ). Overall, estimates of P R suggest that rifampicin +TMC207 with symptom-based intermittent treatment may generate 6 polydrug resistances in 1000 cases, whereas only 1 poly-drug resistance may occur in 1000 cases for rifampicin + moxifloxacin, with the lowest P R under the same condition. MDR TB could emerge in as many as 4 in 1000 cases during symptom-based intermittent treatment.
Sensitivity analysis
Our sensitivity analysis showed that, with compliance and 20% random non-adherence (Figure 6a and b) , a significant increase in clearance time was attributable to: (i) weakened bactericidal efficacy by decreasing n or a or increasing MIC; and (ii) accelerated growth of bacteria as a result of increasing relative fitness (RF). We found that PK parameters became progressively more important from compliance to periodicity-based intermittent treatment ( Figure 6 ). Thereby, increased drug elimination rate (k e ) and volume of distribution of plasma (V P ) or reduced lungs-to-plasma partition coefficient (P L:P ) resulted in an increase in clearance time (Figure 6c ). In general, clearance time could be shortened if the rifampicin MIC was lower ( Figure 6 ). Results also revealed that treatment failure might result from: (i) mutants with fairly high RF; (ii) rifampicin concentration being too low due to decreasing P L:P or increasing k e ; (iii) significantly weakened antibiotic activity owing to decreasing n or increasing MIC; and (iv) bacteria with relatively high rates of mutation (Figure 6b and c) .
We also performed the sensitivity analysis by varying single or multiple model parameters simultaneously to examine which factors determine the order in which drug resistance emerges during symptom-based intermittent treatment ( Figures S3 and S4) . We found that, in the cases of rifampicin+ isoniazid and rifampicin + moxifloxacin, increasing the RF of rifampicin-resistant mutants to a maximum value of 1.12 caused the population to increase substantially ( Figure S3a and c) . We further decreased the RF of isoniazid-and moxifloxacin-resistant mutants to the 2.5 percentile, which showed that rifampicin resistance was the first to emerge (Figure S3b and d) .
We also found an obvious increase in the population of rifampicin-resistant mutants if the RF of rifampicin-resistant mutants was increased along with a weakening of the efficacy of amikacin and TMC207 ( Figure S4a and c) . We further strengthened the bactericidal efficacy of rifampicin and found that the population size of rifampicin-resistant mutants could be comparable to that of amikacin-resistant mutants ( Figure S4b ). In contrast, further strengthening the efficacy of rifampicin had virtually no effect on either resistant population in the rifampicin-TMC207 combination ( Figure S4d ).
Discussion
We developed an integrated mathematical drug treatment model that linked PK, Hill-equation-based PD and TB bacterial population dynamic models to explore the effects of non-adherence on treatment efficacy. With compliance and 20% random non-adherence, we showed that rifampicin+ amikacin was the most effective regimen, which is consistent with the results of Ankomah and Levin. 26 In contrast, our results suggest that rifampicin+TMC207 will eliminate bacteria less effectively.
We further used a fixed daily dose of rifampicin (475.48 mg) in combination with different doses of TMC207 to examine treatment efficacy. Rustomjee et al. 12 suggested that it is safe for patients to take 100, 200 or 400 mg of TMC207 once a day. We found that, with compliance, the ability of rifampicin + 400 mg of TMC207 to clear bacteria (41 days) was equivalent to that of rifampicin + isoniazid (42 days) ( Figure S5) . A number of studies have demonstrated that TMC207 is a highly promising drug candidate against drug-susceptible and drug-resistant TB; 11 -14,31 nevertheless, there are several caveats with the use of TMC207. A substantially higher rate of acquired drug resistance (41%) was observed in the third Phase II study. 36 An increased number of adverse side effects involving hepatotoxicity and QT prolongation are recognized to be potentially associated with cardiotoxicity. 37 Thus, monitoring of acquired drug resistance, periodic liver function testing and electrocardiography monitoring for evaluating QT prolongation, as well as avoiding alcohol and other hepatotoxic drugs, are imperative when patients are receiving TMC207. 37 Our results showed that, if a case was treated with periodicitybased intermittent treatment, rifampicin + moxifloxacin was the best treatment regimen. Our simulations demonstrated that the latent bacterial population was an important determinant of clearance time. RF, one of the important parameters found in sensitivity analysis, is the only key factor determining the reproductive ability of resistant bacteria. Increase in the RF of resistant bacteria could promote the emergence of drug resistance. Numerous studies have highlighted the role of RF in affecting the disease burden of drug-resistant TB 38 and MDR TB. 39, 40 Our sensitivity analysis also showed that PK parameters became more important as compliance to drug treatment decreased. As expected, PK parameters play a crucial role in maintaining the antibiotic concentration when patients are non-compliant to treatment. Overall, the shortest clearance time with rifampicin +moxifloxacin can be attributable to moxifloxacin, which has a lower k e and the lowest RF of mono-moxifloxacin resistance.
Rifampicin + moxifloxacin also had the lowest probability of resistance to two drugs. An in vitro cell model 6 and an in vivo murine aerosol infection model 41 both demonstrated that rifampicin+ moxifloxacin displayed a mild antagonistic interaction in killing TB bacteria, but a synergistic interaction in suppressing the emergence of resistance. A strong effect of drug interaction on treatment efficacy was found when rifampicin was combined with amikacin. Our a estimates also showed a mild antagonism between rifampicin and moxifloxacin. Although the experimental data were adopted from Ankomah and Levin, 26 our a estimates for rifampicin + amikacin and rifampicin + moxifloxacin were different from their results. In this study, we used the non-linear two-drug PD model to fit the data in order to obtain optimal a estimates. In contrast, Ankomah and Levin, 26 reasonably, generated a estimates by using linear regression functions under the assumption of a two-phase interaction function, one for sub-and one for supra-antibiotic concentration, to simplify the experimentally observed concentration-dependent drug interaction. Therefore, we suggest that concentration-dependent drug interaction can be incorporated into the drug treatment model in future studies.
We used drug-susceptible TB as an initial condition to investigate the evolution of drug resistance during treatment with Lin and Liao non-adherence. Our simulations showed that, generally, isoniazid, amikacin, moxifloxacin and TMC207 resistances were observed initially before rifampicin resistance. Lipsitch and Levin 20 showed that TB bacteria were resistant to isoniazid initially and then to rifampicin in most mathematical simulation scenarios. Several epidemiological studies have demonstrated that isoniazid resistance is the first to appear and is followed by the acquisition of rifampicin resistance in drug-susceptible TB patients who acquired drug resistance during multidrug therapy. 42 -44 Recent systematic reviews and meta-analyses also provide further evidence that isoniazid resistance is associated with treatment failure and an increased risk of acquiring additional drug resistance. 45, 46 In fact, the global prevalence of isoniazid resistance is much higher than that of rifampicin resistance. Figure 4 . Modelling resistance dynamics of (a, c, e and g) rapidly dividing bacterial populations and (b, d, f and h) slowly dividing (latent) bacterial populations during 6 months of treatment with (a and b) rifampicin +isoniazid, (c and d) rifampicin +amikacin, (e and f) rifampicin +moxifloxacin and (g and h) rifampicin +TMC207 for symptom-based intermittent treatment. S, rapidly dividing bacterial populations; L, slowly dividing (latent) bacterial populations; S 0 and L 0 , bacteria susceptible to both drugs; S 1 and L 1 , bacteria resistant to drug 1 (rifampicin); S 2 and L 2 , bacteria resistant to drug 2 (isoniazid, amikacin, moxifloxacin or TMC207); S 12 and L 12 , bacteria resistant to both drugs.
There was an exception to these patterns of emergence of drug resistance. We observed an increased frequency of acquired mono-rifampicin resistance while increasing the RF of rifampicinresistant mutants or both increasing the RF and weakening the efficacy of another combined drug. Rifampicin-resistant mutants that confer a high RF have increased growth ability, resulting in a higher probability that rifampicin resistance emerged first. Reducing the efficacy of another combined drug also provides an opportunity for rifampicin-resistant bacteria to grow vigorously. We also found that an increasing mutation rate could accelerate the evolution of drug resistance, but did not affect the pattern of emergence of drug resistance. Lipsitch and Levin 20 indicated that the killing rate of a drug is more influential than mutation rate in the emergence of resistance. RF and antibiotic efficacy are the most important factors in determining the order in which drug resistance emerges.
In this study, we showed that symptom-based intermittent treatment might generate MDR TB at a frequency of 4 in 1000 cases. Based on mathematical modelling, Colijn et al. 48 and Ford et al. 49 highlighted that drug resistance arises not only during the course of treatment, but also before antibiotic therapy. The probability of MDR TB occurring before treatment might be as high as 1 in 2500 cases 48 and 1 in 1000 TB cases. 49 Even during complete therapy, MDR TB could emerge in as many as 1 in 10 000 cases. 48 Taken together, we found that non-adherence to treatment regimens accelerates the growth and evolution of resistant mutants, leading to as high as 40 MDR TB in 10 000 cases compared with before (4 -10 in 10 000 cases) and during complete (1 in 10 000 cases) treatment. Our probabilistic risk assessment of drug resistance is not intended to capture the exact quantitative risk, but rather to provide a concept for quantifying the potential impact of non-adherence on multidrug resistance.
A key weakness of this study is that, in many cases, the true uncertainty around parameter values may not have been captured adequately. The physiological and bacteriological parameters in the proposed two-drug treatment model cannot be easily parameterized due to data limitation. To our knowledge, well-established standard values for comparison do not exist. Additionally, our model did not specifically focus on the effect of granulomas on therapeutic efficacy. Drug concentration within TB granulomas has recently been demonstrated to vary considerably and to have spatial heterogeneity that may influence treatment outcomes. 25,50 -52 We thus anticipate that granulomas can be incorporated into our model to improve predictability in future research.
Although our model did not capture the exact reality of TB chemotherapy, by considering drug-specific PK and mutation rate our model is capable of predicting the therapeutic outcomes and the evolutionary dynamics of drug resistance during multidrug treatment. For instance, knowing that a two-drug resistance will emerge at approximately month 4 using a symptom-based Table 3 . Parameter labelling on the right-hand side of the bars indicates the parameter which has the most influence on minimum and maximum clearance time. Parameter labelling above the bars indicates the parameter which results in treatment failure (NC, the bacteria cannot be cleared; SR, single-drug resistance; MR, multidrug resistance). Numbers in brackets represent parameter values at the 2.5 or 97.5 percentile. Subscripts 1 and 2 stand for drug 1 (rifampicin) and drug 2 (isoniazid, amikacin, moxifloxacin or TMC207), respectively. For meanings of other symbols see Table S1 .
Lin and Liao intermittent treatment may help to establish the emergence threshold of resistance during the course of a single patient's treatment. We suggest that more implementations such as drug susceptibility testing, dosage adjustment and change of treatment regimens should be initiated before this moment to prevent the emergence of resistance. Further experimental and clinical studies are warranted to assess the potential use of novel drugs or combinations in shortening treatment duration.
